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It ain't over...Life is always hectic for P.I. (and novice witch), Jill Gooder. Murder, theft and a missing
cat, she can take in her stride, but a date with detective Jack Maxwell? That's a whole different ball
game. ...til the custard creams have all gone.
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Ok, I knew what I was getting into to some degree. I knew this series was light hearted and not to be
taken too seriously. I knew that. But this second installment in the series was just too ridiculous for
me.Cousins Amber and Pearl are UBER annoying. Their bickering, while at first was seen as quirky,
is now a HUGE annoyance. Her receptionist and her endless obsession with knitting...her cranky
one eyed cat...her sister who seems determined to change her and berate her for her
idiosyncrasies. It was all a jumble this time too...too many mini mysteries to solve...and her weird
relationship with the human police detective is very inconsistent...sets my teeth on edge!I could not
finish this book and will not be purchasing any more in this series. I tried. Light I can take.
Ridiculous...not so much.

I enjoyed the first book in this series, but had trouble finishing this one. The secondary characters
completely destroyed the enjoyment of this story for me. The heroine, Jill's, sister comes across as
a bully who shows little real consideration for Jill's feelings and needs to grow up. Her witch
grandmother I found unlikable, her twin cousin's constant bickering was irritating, and her love
interest a jerk. I'm a cat person, but found the cat in this story to just be obnoxious. I doubt I will
bother with any more of the tales in this series.

basic story is OK. It's main detraction and the reason I'm not likely to read any more is that I found
the main character to be a doormat for everyone who was supposed to care about her and I don't
care for this sort of character which I guess means I agree with other reviewers that the secondary
characters are horrible. They pretty obviously don't like her (particularly the sister) so why would she
continuously give into her whims. Sorry but long before the beanie baby incident I'd have told the
sister to get bent.

I really like this series, Jill is a P.I. and a budding witch. She is casting spells of a level 5 witch, and
being successful at it. I think Jill will turn out to be a very powerful witch. With her ghost mother
getting married and her cousin being engaged, and always bickering, her aunt has found a new guy
she wonders if she will ever find love. Jill always has a way of figuring out her jobs.

I like the premise and the characters have potential but overall the story is clunky and doesn't shift
scenes well. A few laughs and a few good plot ideas don't quite make up for the overall lack
storytelling skill.

I like the story in general. Jill's family in Candlefield are mostly clever and Jill herself is growing on
me. Her sister, however, is beyond obnoxious. Calling Jill a bad aunt and making her do things she
clearly doesn't want to do while ignoring her desire to not do whatever it is runs to the truly
thoughtless. Jill needs to stand up to her and tell her off. If the sister thing continues like this I don't
think I can continue reading.

If you read the first book and enjoyed it EXCEPT for the spoiled brats (her niece and nephew), her
overbearing older sister and the twin nieces that were always bickering at each other, then do not
proceed with buying any more of these books. The author had a good story line with the P.I.

discovering that she was a witch when she was in her twenties. That was funny and the author was
doing great stories about it. For some reason she seemed to think that the spoiled brats, and other
mentioned distractions should be part of the story. The people that gave these books a five star
rating either did not read them or also have spoiled brats for kids, are overbearing people and
hearing two people always bickering are just normal for them. I looked at the ratings for the books
further along in the series and found that the low star ratings were for the same reasons that I have
just listed. It really is a shame because this could really have been a great series to read. These
undesirable characters play a big role in the stories.

Jill returns in her second set of adventures with her cat Winkey, a new cat, Blinkey and her dog,
Barry. The author's dialogue as she vocalizes the dog's very rowdy behavior is absolutely hilarious.
Again, she has investigations in both worlds , and trying to juggle these is quite an undertaking. I
really laughed out loud at some of the situations. Her encounters with her nemesis/hot bobby friend,
Inspector Maxwell, add to the fun and games.Want a great escape? Join Jill and both her families.
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